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ABSTRACT

This article presents a strategy for restructuring private human motion capture data to enforce
access and inference controls within a relational database management system. Human 3D
motion capture data is an important part of electronic health records for patients with motion-
related diseases and symptoms. There are significant privacy concerns regarding the safe stor-
age and dissemination of such data. Access controls traditionally applied to other forms of
medical data (e.g., textual data) are not well suited to motion captures, which contain large
quantities of data with complex interdependencies that divulge privacy-violating inferences.
Encoding such motion data effectively within a relational database brings the large body of
relational database security research to bear on this important problem.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Human motion analysis is increasingly used
by the medical community to diagnose, treat,
and research a variety of conditions, including
sports injuries (Fleisig et al., 1995), Parkin-
sonism (Morris et al., 2001), spinal cord in-
juries (Kaneoka et al., 1999), and conditions

requiring prosthetics (Rietman et al., 2002).
Data from the patient’s motions are typically
captured optically or from wearable sensors
during a relevant exercise, such as treadmill
walking or running (Lucareli et al., 2011), and
stored in a 3D motion capture database for
later analysis.

To address patients’ privacy concerns re-
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garding safe storage of electronic health
records, access to each patient’s motion data
should ideally be controlled according to a
least privilege principle (Saltzer, 1974)—that
is, medical personnel should only have access
to the portion of the data that is relevant to the
condition they are treating. For example, a po-
diatrist treating a foot injury probably does not
need access to fabric sensor data that records
minute upper torso motions (Campbell et al.,
2007). Withholding access privileges for un-
needed portions of the data is important for
mitigating the effects of attacks. For example,
if an attacker who steals or forges the podia-
trist’s electronic credentials gains only limited
(rather than full) access to the patient’s medi-
cal records, the limitations serve to reduce the
resulting privacy violation.

Unfortunately, traditional storage strate-
gies for motion capture databases are not con-
ducive to fine-grained access control because
they typically encode motion data in mono-
lithic files containing data from many or all
parts of the body. Access controls imposed
at the level of the file system can therefore
only permit or deny access to the entire data-
base, not relevant portions of the data within
it. The situation is further complicated by the
co-relational nature of this data—many data
points have dependencies that prevent them
from being processed independently (Pradhan
et al., 2007). For example, the positions of the
left tibia and left foot at any given time are
non-independent because they are physically
connected. This means that least-privilege pri-
vacy protections for this data require a form of
inference control (Thuraisingham et al., 1993)
in order to be effective and practical. Infer-
ence controls allow classified data to be con-
sulted during query processing, but in such a
way that the disclosed results do not reveal the
values of the confidential data.

To address these challenges, we take the
approach of restructuring 3D motion capture
data as a relational database equipped with an
inference control system. The structure of our
database is inspired by past work that has ap-
plied indexing structures and hierarchical ap-
proaches to reorganize motion capture data in
an effort to reduce query processing times and
storage overheads for large datasets (Pradhan

et al., 2007; Li et al., 2004). In the case of hu-
man motion captures, the data are divided into
5 main hierarchies—viz. pelvis, right hand, left
hand, right leg, and left leg. We leverage this
structure to efficiently store the data in a re-
lational database. The database also includes
patient identity information, such as name and
social security number, and other textual medi-
cal information, such as the name of the doctor
who attended the patient, the patient’s medical
history, and treatments given.

The inference controller for the system al-
lows attributes within the database to be clas-
sified at various different confidentiality lev-
els. For example, pelvis motion data receives
a higher classification than left leg motion be-
cause much of the motion data for the whole
body can be inferred from the pelvis motion,
whereas comparatively little data of the other
hierarchies can be inferred from left leg mo-
tion. Similarly, patient identity information,
such as name and social security number, re-
ceive a high classification.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as
follows. We begin with a brief overview of
related works in Section 2. Section 3 presents
our relational database model. Inference prob-
lems for this model are discussed in Sec-
tion 4, and an inference controller that ad-
dresses these issues is presented in Section 5.
Finally, future work and conclusions are dis-
cussed in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

Human motion analysis is a longstanding,
highly active field of computer vision re-
search (Moeslund et al., 2006). While a signif-
icant portion of this research regards physical
security problems such as machine-assisted
surveillance (Hu et al., 2004), no prior work
to our knowledge has considered the problem
of enforcing fine-grained access and inference
controls over captured motion data.

Relational models for data storage and
retrieval have remained a well-established
paradigm for organizing large databases for at
least the past forty years (Codd, 1970). These
organize data into tables that expose important
relations between the data points; for example,
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all data related to a particular patient might be
grouped according to the patient’s last name.

Aside from facilitating easy manipulation
of the data, relational models facilitate more
precise enforcement of data security (Staddon,
2003). For example, inference controllers for
relational databases leverage the data relations
exposed by the model to prevent unauthorized
users from inferring private data from pub-
lic data (Thuraisingham et al., 1993). Query
modification has been used in the past to en-
force discretionary inference and access con-
trols (Stonebraker and Wong, 1974), and later
to enforce mandatory controls (Dwyer et al.,
1987). The approach enforces policies by ex-
tending queries with security constraints prior
to query processing. This modular implemen-
tation strategy has the advantage of allowing
the enforcement mechanism to be developed
largely separately from the underlying data-
base management system, affording a conve-
nient separation of concerns.

Our work is inspired by recent advances in
human motion data storage that have achieved
faster query responsiveness by organizing the
data into hierarchical structures that mirror the
physical structure of the human body (Pradhan
et al., 2007). Organizing the data according
to these physical relationships exposes natu-
ral co-relations in the data that can be used to
more efficiently answer queries involving sub-
body motions (e.g., identifying similar knee
motions) as well as whole-body motions. We
observe that such reorganization leads to nat-
ural representation of the data within a rela-
tional database, facilitating the implementa-
tion of fine-grained inference and access con-
trols over the data through automated query
modification.

3 A RELATIONAL DATABASE
FOR 3D MOTION CAPTURE
FILES

As depicted in Figure 1, human motions can
be divided into five sub-body motions—pelvis
motions, right hand motions, left hand mo-
tions, right leg motions and left leg motions—
with the pelvis motions at the root of the
tree (Pradhan et al., 2007).

Sub-body motions within each of these
classes can be further indexed into additional
sub-parts. For example, femur, tibia, foot and
toe are sub-parts of the leg. As the figure
shows, both left leg and right leg are joined to
the pelvis. In the same way, clavicle, humerus,
radius, and hand are sub-parts of the arm. Tho-
rax and head are also in the hierarchy, where
left arm and right arms are joined to the tho-
rax.

The data hierarchy in Figure 1 mirrors
physical relationships in the human segment
structure depicted in Figure 2.

To organize 3D motion capture data ac-
cording to the hierarchy in Figure 1, we par-
tition the data into five separate sub-body mo-
tion files (viz., pelvis, right arm, left arm, right
leg, and left leg). The location and name of
each file can be expressed as a relation in a
relational database, as shown in Table 1. The
social security number of the patient to whom
the motion data belongs is used as the primary
key. The patient’s and attending physician’s
names are also included. Any other informa-
tion about the patient and the doctor are stored
in other relations through a standard normal-
ization process.

4 INFERENCE PROBLEMS

The relational database described in Section 3
contains a mixture of various types of data
that range over various privacy levels with re-
spect to different principals. For example, a
patient’s general clinician may need to have
access to all of the patient’s medical data, but
perhaps not the patient’s financial or health in-
surance data. Specialists to whom the general
clinician refers the patient may only need ac-
cess to a subset of the medical data. In addi-
tion, privacy violations are possible even when
unauthorized principals do not have direct ac-
cess to confidential data. To illustrate, we con-
sider three representative scenarios that mo-
tivate the need for an inference control sys-
tem for the database. In what follows, we as-
sume the existence of an appropriate autho-
rization mechanism (e.g., based on passwords
or keycards) that assigns electronic credentials
to users.
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Figure 1: A hierarchical tree structure of human body segments
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Figure 2: Segment structure for human body with five major sub-body parts
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Table 1: Storage of patient motion data within a relational database

Right Left Right Left
Patient Pelvis Arm Arm Leg Leg Doctor

SSN Name File File File File File Name

1111 John 1011.csv 1012.csv 1013.csv 1014.csv 1015.csv David
2222 Paul 1021.csv 1022.csv 1023.csv 1024.csv 1025.csv Michael
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Scenario 1

With respect to the 3D motion files, a pa-
tient’s whole-body motions should be view-
able only by the general clinician who treated
the patient. Other doctors (e.g., specialists)
may only view sub-parts of the patient’s mo-
tion file. However, if a specialist may use
multiple independent queries to separately re-
trieve all parts of the motion data, he can join
them to infer the whole-body motion file. This
is known as inference by semantic associa-
tion. Inference controls must therefore gener-
ally consider not only the current query but the
history of past queries submitted by any given
user in order to detect privacy violations.

Scenario 2

Personal, non-medical information about a pa-
tient, such as the patient’s address and pay-
ment plan, are accessible by billing services
personnel but not doctors. However, if a doc-
tor is permitted access to the patient’s so-
cial security number, that information can be
used to obtain much of the patient’s private
information through external sources. This
is known as inference by heuristic reasoning.
Thus, such information must receive a high
confidentiality classification even when it does
not directly include private information.

Scenario 3

Patients with similar motion data may receive
similar diagnoses. Likewise, patients with
similar diagnoses may exhibit similar mo-
tions. Thus, access to motion or diagnosis
data may permit full or partial inference of
the other. Similarly, personal characteristics
such as height, weight, and gender are often
inferable from motion data. Such inferences
are known as analogical reasoning. To pro-
tect patient privacy, attributes that are corre-
lated in this way must receive similar classifi-
cation levels.

5 THE DATABASE INFERENCE
CONTROLLER

Our database inference controller allows a sys-
tem administrator to protect against the pri-
vacy violations described in the previous sec-
tion by specifying a data privacy policy in the
form of privacy constraints. Each constraint
assigns a classification level to a multiset of
data attributes. Letting A be the set of all at-
tributes and C be the set of all classification
levels, a constraint set can therefore be formal-
ized as a relation B of type

B : C ×AN

where AN denotes the space of all multisets
over domain A. For example, the relation

secret B [SSN 2, pelvis]

asserts that secret clearance is required in or-
der to access two social security numbers and a
pelvis motion file over the full history of data-
base transactions.

The inference controller enforces a policy
that requires each principal p to have a clear-
ance level adequate to access every submul-
tiset S of its multiset H(p) of historical past
accesses. Formally, principal p must have at
least minimal clearance level MC (H(p)) de-
fined by

MC (A) =
⊕

CBS⊆A

C

where operator ⊕ denotes the join of the var-
ious required classification levels in the lat-
tice of security labels (Sandhu, 1993). (Intu-
itively, the join of a set of classification lev-
els is the lowest level that equals or supersedes
them all.) If an impending access would ex-
pand multiset H(p) so as to violate this re-
quirement, the access is denied.

The design of the inference controller con-
sists of two parts: a query modifier and a re-
sponse processor. The query modifier extends
the query entered by the user with additional
privacy constraints. This modified query is
then given to the database for processing. The
response processor tracks query responses so
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as to record the history H(p) of attributes re-
leased to each principal. If the new history vi-
olates the privacy policy defined by relation B
(formalized above), the response is censored
and the history remains unchanged.

Privacy Constraints
To test our inference controller, we enforced a
policy consisting of four kinds of constraints,
summarized below.

Simple constraints place high classifica-
tions on attributes that directly contain private
data, or that can be used to access private data
using external sources, as described in Sce-
nario 2 of Section 4. In our relation we specify
three simple constraints:

(i) secret B [SSN ],

(ii) secret B [patient_name], and

(iii) secret B [doctor_name].

These specify that principals must have secret
clearance in order to access any patient social
security numbers, names, or attending doctors’
names, respectively.

Content-based constraints classify attrib-
utes based on co-relations that could be used to
infer private data. In our motion capture data-
base, pelvis motion data can be used to infer
much of the other motion data, so receives a
high classification:

(iv) secret B [pelvis]

This constraint was selected because of the po-
sition of the pelvis file at the root of the hier-
archy tree in Figure 1. Thus, the contents of
the pelvis file are considered to be more pri-
vate than those of any other sub-parts. This
addresses Scenario 1 of Section 4.

Association-based constraints classify as-
sociations between attributes, and therefore re-
late non-singleton multisets to classification
levels. We have two such constraints in our
relation:

(v) top_secret B [pelvis, right_arm,
left_arm, right_leg , left_leg ], and

(vi) top_secret B [patient_name,
doctor_name]

where top_secret is a level above secret in the
security lattice. This information revealed to-
gether is considered a patient privacy viola-
tion.

Aggregate constraints limit accesses based
on quantity. Such constraints relate classifica-
tion levels to multisets containing multiplici-
ties greater than 1. We define one aggregate
constraint:

(vii) top_secret B [head4]

This constraint asserts that acquiring 4 head
motion files requires a clearance level of
top_secret or above.

Query Modifier
Our query modifier filters the attribute lists in
the SELECT and WHERE clauses of queries so
as to satisfy the security policy with respect to
the user’s clearance level C. That is, given a
query from user p, the query modifier replaces
attribute list A with a maximal subset B ⊆ A
satisfying MC (H(p) ∪ B) ≤ C. If the orig-
inal query is policy-satisfying, then subset B
is simply the original set A, and the query re-
mains unchanged. In the worst case, subset
B is reduced to the empty set, and the query
is thereby rejected entirely. The following ex-
amples illustrate the process.

Example #1: SELECT SSN FROM dbase
This query is rejected by the query modifier for
users not possessing secret clearance, and ac-
cepted without modification for those that do.

Example #2: SELECT * FROM dbase
The * wildcard is first expanded into the full
list of attributes. If the user lacks secret clear-
ance, attributes SSN, patient_name, and doc-
tor_name are subsequently dropped due to
simple constraints i–iii in Section 5. Next,
the pelvis attribute is removed due to content-
based constraint iv. Finally, history H(p) is
consulted to determine whether user p has al-
ready reached the limit on head motion files
imposed by aggregate constraint vii. If so,
head is also dropped from the attribute list.

Alternatively, if the user possesses secret
but not top_secret clearance, constraints i–iv
do not apply, but pelvis and patient_name are
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both dropped in order to satisfy association-
based constraints v and vi. Finally, aggregate
constraint vii is applied as above.

Example #3: SELECT pelvis FROM dbase
WHERE patient_name=‘John’

If the user p has secret clearance for patient
John, history H(p) is consulted to determine
whether p has already accessed right_arm,
left_arm, right_leg, and left_leg (which would
violate constraint v), or has already accessed
doctor_name (which would violate constraint
vi). If so, the query is rejected; otherwise it is
permitted unchanged.

Response Processor
The response processor filters query results
based on aggregate constraints, and tracks his-
tories H(p). For instance, the query in ex-
ample #2 above could potentially yield more
than 4 head files. If so, the response processor
filters one or more of them in order to bring
the result into compliance with aggregate con-
straint vii.

The filtered query results are then used
to update history multiset H(p). In general,
history multisets are tracked as a multiplicity
function m of type

m : (P ×A)→ N

where P is the universe of principals and A
is the set of all attributes. Maintaining such a
function therefore requires O(|P | |A|) space.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

Traditional database inference controllers are
designed for multilevel-secure database man-
agement systems (MLS/DBMS), but 3D mo-
tion captures are typically stored as flat, mono-
lithic files, frustrating the application of tra-
ditional inference controls. Our work pro-
posed and tested a strategy for restructuring
3D motion capture data so as to facilitate ef-
fective inference control within a standard re-
lational database. Our solution brings together
two heretofore disconnected bodies of prior

research—relational database security and hi-
erarchical indexing schemes for human mo-
tion data. Our choice of query rewriting and
response processing as an enforcement strat-
egy allowed us to implement our prototype
atop an existing MLS/DBMS system. This
avoided the potentially time-consuming and
expensive undertaking of redesigning a large-
scale MLS/DBMS system to support motion
capture data directly.

Our prototype motion capture relation en-
coded only the top hierarchical level of the in-
dex tree described in Section 3. However, past
work has investigated indexing schemes with
up to 19 different partitions corresponding to
various body parts (Pradhan et al., 2007; Li
et al., 2004). Applying this more detailed par-
titioning would open opportunities for more
fine-grained policy constraints that distinguish
and relate each of these sub-parts. This is an
option we intend to explore in future work.

Our work has focused on inference control
based on access control. One critical aspect
of motion capture data processing is ensuring
the privacy of the individuals whose motions
are being captured. For example, an adversary
should not be able to exploit access to limited
motion data to infer diseases that the victim
may have, such as arthritis. In addition, mo-
tion data collected in a private, medical context
should not be divulged to insurance compa-
nies without the patient’s consent. An impor-
tant category of future work therefore involves
careful formulation of real policies necessary
to ensure the privacy of individuals.
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